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Meaning of acceleration in english

(Definition of acceleration from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) 1 : the act or process of moving faster or happening more quickly : the act or process of accelerating [noncount] The car delivers quick/rapid acceleration. The car has good acceleration. [=the car is able to accelerate quickly] There has been some acceleration in economic growth. [singular] There has been an acceleration in economic growth. 2 [noncount] physics : the rate at which the speed of a moving object changes over time
Contextual Example: acceleration in a translated text  اﻷذن اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﻴﺔ، اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع اﻟﺰاوي ﻣﺜﻞ اﻷذن اﻟﺒﺸﺮﻳﺔ، ذﻟﻚ أﻧﻬﺎ ﺗﻘﻴﺲ اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع. So it measures acceleration, angular acceleration like a human ear, inner ear.  وﺳﺘﺴﺎوي ﻣﺤﺼﻠﺔ اﻟﻘﻮى اﻟﻤﺆﺛﺮة ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﺻﻔًﺮا، ﻓﺴﻴﺴﺎوي اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع ﺻﻔًﺮا،ﺔ إذا ﻟﻢ ﻳﻜﻦ ﻟﺪى اﻟﺠﺴﻢ ﺗﺴﺎرعIf
ﻋﺎﻣ
an object has no acceleration, then acceleration equals zero and the sum of all the forces acting upon it equals zero ﺔ اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع اﻟﻜﻠﻲ ﻟﻠﺠﺴﻢ ﻫﻮ ﻣﺠﻤﻮع اﻟﻜﻤﻴﺘﻴﻦ اﻟﻤﺘﺠﻬﺘﻴﻦ ﻟﻠﺘﺴﺎرع اﻟﻤﻤﺎﺳﻲ وﺗﺴﺎرع اﻟﺠﺬب اﻟﻤﺮﻛﺰيThe
 ﻋﺎﻣtotal acceleration of the object is the vector sum of the tangential acceleration and the centri
acceleration and the centripetal acceleration, or a equals a sub t plus a sub c ﺔ اﺳﺘﺸﻌﺎر ﺗﺴﺎرع اﻟﺴﻴﺎرة اﻟﺜﺎﺑﺖ اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﻲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺰول ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻨﺤﺪرpositive
ﻋﺎﻣ
vehicle acceleration is sensed natural acceleration from grade descent ت اﻟﺘﻌﻄﻞ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺑﺪء اﻟﺘﺸﻐﻴﻞ أو اﻟﺘﻌﻄﻞ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ اﻟﺴﺮﻋﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺮﻛﺒﺔ أو اﻟﺘﺮدد ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع أو اﻟﺘﻌﺜﺮ ﻋﻨﺪ اﻟﺘﺴﺎرع
stalling
 ﻣﺤﺮﻛﺎafter start-up, stalling when the vehicle is changed into gear, misfiring, hesitation on acceleration, or stumbling on acceleration  ﻳﺘﻢ اﻟﻮﺻﻮل إﻟﻰ أﻗﺼﻰ وﻓﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻗﻮد أﺛﻨﺎء اﻟﺘﺴﺎرﻋﺎت واﻻﻧﺨﻔﺎﺿﺎت اﻟﻤﻌﺘﺪﻟﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻜﺲ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﺰﻳﺎدات واﻻﻧﺨﻔﺎﺿﺎت اﻟﻌﻨﻴﻔﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﺮﻋﺔ،ت ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻋﺎم
Inﻛﺎgeneral,
ﻣﺤﺮ
be
of a body changes with time. In general, velocity and acceleration are vector quantities, with magnitude and direction, though in many cases only magnitude is considered. As described by Newton's Second Law, acceleration is accompanied by a force; the force, as a vector, is the product of the mass of the object being accelerated and the acceleration. The SI unit of acceleration is the meter per second squared. For example, an object such as a car that starts from standstill, then travels in a straight line at increasing speed, is accelerating in the direction of
travel. If the car changes direction at constant speedometer reading, there is strictly speaking an acceleration although it is often not so described; passengers in the car will experience a force pushing them back into their seats in linear acceleration, and a sideways force on changing direction. If the speed of the car decreases, it is usual and meaningful to speak of deceleration; mathematically it is acceleration in the opposite direction to that of motion. From Longman Dictionary of Contemporary EnglishMotor vehiclesaccelerationac‧cel‧e‧ra‧tion /əkˌselə
ˈreɪʃən/ ●○○ noun 1 [singular, uncountable]FAST/QUICK a process in which something happens more and more quicklyacceleration in an acceleration in the rate of inflationacceleration of the rapid acceleration of economic progress in South East Asia2 [uncountable]TTCFAST/QUICK the rate at which a car or other vehicle can go faster The latest model has excellent acceleration.3 [uncountable] technical the rate at which the speed of an object increasesExamples from the Corpusacceleration• The Quattro offers excellent braking and acceleration after
warming up.• The flight data recorder measures altitude, speed and acceleration of the aircraft at the time of an accident.• Looking ahead, bankers do not foresee any acceleration of loan growth.• During a quake of magnitude 6.1 on 20 February 1990, ground acceleration was measured at 10 percent of gravity.• But London won enough of the ball for Carling to display his acceleration and his priceless ability to time a pass.• Lateral acceleration at release is 6-7g.• On the left-hand sides are the well-known expressions for the radial and tangential components
of acceleration.• a sharp acceleration in the job market• Finally he hooks his belt on to the Doom Diver Catapult and braces himself for sudden acceleration.• Eliminating F from the last two equations gives the acceleration.• The acceleration by Earth's gravity acts on asteroids falling through the atmosphere. noun UK /əkˌseləˈreɪʃ(ə)n/ (redirected from accelerating)Also found in: Thesaurus, Medical, Legal, Financial, Encyclopedia.Related to accelerating: deceleration, accelerating voltage hasten the occurrence of: accelerate reforms; to move or go faster; to
progress faster: accelerate educational programsNot to be confused with:exhilarate – to invigorate, animate, elate, stimulate: A brisk walk will exhilarate you.Abused, Confused, & Misused Words by Mary Embree Copyright © 2007, 2013 by Mary Embree (ăk-sĕl′ə-rāt′)v. ac·cel·er·at·ed, ac·cel·er·at·ing, ac·cel·er·ates v.tr.1. a. To increase the speed of: accelerated the engine. See Synonyms at speed.b. Physics To change the velocity of.2. To cause to occur sooner than expected: accelerated his retirement by a year.3. To cause to develop or progress more quickly:
a substance used to accelerate a fire.4. a. To reduce the time required for (an academic course, for example); compress into a shorter period.b. To make it possible for (a student) to finish an academic course faster than usual.v.intr.[Latin accelerāre, accelerāt- : ad-, intensive pref.; see ad- + celerāre, to quicken (from celer, swift).]ac·cel′er·a·to′ry (-ər-ə-tôr′ē) adj.American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. Copyright © 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company. All rights reserved. (ækˈsɛləˌreɪt) vb1. to go, occur, or cause to go or occur more quickly; speed up2. (tr) to cause to happen sooner than expected3. (General Physics) (tr) to increase the velocity of (a body, reaction, etc); cause acceleration[C16: from Latin accelerātus, from accelerāre to go faster, from ad- (intensive) + celerāre to hasten, from celer swift] acˈcelerative, acˈceleratory adjCollins English Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged, 12th Edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014
(ækˈsɛl əˌreɪt) v. -at•ed, -at•ing. v.t. 1. to cause faster development, progress, or advancement in. 2. to increase the speed or velocity of; cause to move faster. 3. to hasten the occurrence of. 4. to change the velocity of (a body) or the rate of (motion). 5. to reduce the time required for (a course of study) by intensifying the work, eliminating detail, etc. v.i. 6. to move or go faster; increase in speed. 7. to progress or develop faster. [1515–25; < Latin accelerātus, past participle of accelerāre to quicken, hurry =ac- ac- + celerāre to go quickly, v. derivative of celer
swift] Random House Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd. Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, Inc. All rights reserved.Past participle: acceleratedGerund: acceleratingImperativePresentPreteritePresent ContinuousPresent PerfectPast ContinuousPast PerfectFutureFuture PerfectFuture ContinuousPresent Perfect ContinuousFuture Perfect ContinuousPast Perfect ContinuousConditionalPast ConditionalImperativeaccelerateaccelerateCollins English Verb Tables © HarperCollins Publishers 2011 Verb1.accelerate move faster; "The car accelerated" brisk, brisk up, brisken - become brisk; "business brisked up"deepen, intensify - become more intense; "The debate intensified"; "His dislike for raw fish only deepened in Japan"2.accelerate - cause to move faster; "He accelerated the car"alter, change, modify - cause to change; make different; cause a transformation; "The advent of the automobile may have altered the growth pattern of the city"; "The discussion has changed my thinking about the issue"decelerate, slow down - reduce the speed of; "He slowed down the
car"Based on WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc.verb1. increase, grow, advance, extend, expand, build up, strengthen, raise, swell, intensify, enlarge, escalate, multiply, inflate, magnify, proliferate, snowball Growth will accelerate to 2.9 per cent next year. increase fall, drop, lower, decline, dive, diminish, slow down2. expedite, press, forward, promote, spur, further, stimulate, hurry, step up (informal), speed up, facilitate, hasten, precipitate, quicken The government is to accelerate its privatisation
programme. expedite delay, hinder, obstruct, impede3. speed up, speed, advance, quicken, get under way, gather momentum, get moving, pick up speed, put your foot down (informal), open up the throttle, put on speed Suddenly the car accelerated. speed up brake, slow down, rein in, slacken (off), decelerate, reduce speedCollins Thesaurus of the English Language – Complete and Unabridged 2nd Edition. 2002 © HarperCollins Publishers 1995, 2002verb The American Heritage® Roget's Thesaurus. Copyright © 2013, 2014 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. ﺴﻴ ْﺮﻳ ُﻌَﺠﻞ ﻓِﻲ
َ ﺴﺮِع ﻓِﻲ اﻟ
ْ ُ ﺴﺮِﻋ ُﻴ
ْ ُ ﻳkiihdyttäälisätä vauhtianopeuttaaaccélérerhâterprécipiterpresseraccelerareacceleratoreaccelerazioneaffrettareaumentare la velocitàakseleratoriuspadidinti greitįpagreitinimaspagreitintiakselerereframskyndeøke fartensette opp fartenCollins Spanish Dictionary - Complete and Unabridged 8th Edition 2005 © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2005Collins English/F
Electronic Resource. © HarperCollins Publishers 2005Collins German Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged 7th Edition 2005. © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2007 [ækˈsɛləreɪt]1. vt → accelerare, affrettareCollins Italian Dictionary 1st Edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1995 (əkˈseləreit) verb1. to increase speed. The driver accelerated to pass the other car. versnel ﺴﻴ ْﺮ
َ ﺴﺮِع ﻓِﻲ اﻟ
ْ ُ  ﻳускорявам acelerar zrychlit beschleunigen accelerere; øge farten επιταχύνωacelerar kiirust lisama ﺗﺴﺮﯾﻊ ﮐﺮدن؛ ﺗﻨﺪﺗﺮ رﻓﺘﻦ
accélérer איץ
ִ ה
ָ ְל
ubrzati gyorsít meningkatkan kecepatan auka hraðann accelerare 加速する 가 padidinti greitį palielināt ātrumu memecut versnellenakselerere, øke/sette opp farten przyspieszać  ژر ﺗﻠﻞ، ﺗﻴﺰولacelerar a accelera увеличивать скорость zrýchliť pospešiti ubrzati accelerera
hızlanmak 加速 пришвидшуватися  رﻓﺘﺎر ﺑﮍﮬﺎﻧﺎtăng tốc 加速2. to make (something) happen sooner. Worry accelerated his death. versnel  ﻳ ُﻌَﺠﻞ ﻓِﻲзабързвам acelerar urychlit beschleunigen fremskynde επισπεύδωacelerar kiirendama  ﺟﻠﻮ اﻧﺪاﺧﺘﻦnopeuttaa hâter
pospješiti siettet mempercepat flÿta fyrir accelerare 早める pagreitinti paātrināt mempercepatkan verhaastenframskyndeprzyspieszać  وړاﻧﺪى راوړلacelerar a grăbi ускорять urýchliť pospešiti ubrzati påskynda
hızlandırmak 加快 прискорювати(ся)  ﺗﯿﺰ ﮐﺮﻧﺎmau hơn 加快acˌceleˈration nounacˈcelerator noun a pedal, lever etc that controls the speed or acceleration of a machine. versneller ﺴْﺮﻋ َﻪ
ُ ﺳﺔ اﻟ
َ  د َواпедал на газта acelerador akcelerátor der Gaspedal gaspedal; gashåndtag; speeder πεντάλ γκαζιού acelerador gaasipedaal  ﭘﺪال ﮔﺎزkaasupoljin accélérate
akcelerator gázpedál; (fizikában) gyorsító pedal gas bensín-/eldsneytisgjafi acceleratore アクセル 가 akseleratorius akselerators pemecut gaspedaalgasspedal regulator szybkości  اﻛﺴﻠﻴﺘﺮacelerador accelerator акселератор akcelerátor pospeševalnik, pedal za plin ubrzanje gaspedal, gasreglage
gaz pedalı 加速器 прискорювач, пришвидшувач  اﯾﮑﺴﻠﺮﯾﭩﺮchân ga; máy gia tốc 加速器Kernerman English Multilingual Dictionary © 2006-2013 K Dictionaries Ltd. → ُ ﺴﺮِع
ْ ُ  ﻳzrychlit accelerere beschleunigen επιταχύνω acelerar lisätä vauhtia accélérer ubrzati se
accelerare 加速する 가
versnellen akselerere przyspieszyć acelerar ускорять accelerera
hızlanmak tăng tốc 加速Multilingual Translator © HarperCollins Publishers 2009vt. acelerar, apresurar, aumentar la velocidad;to ___ the healing process → ___ la cura. English-Spanish Medical Dictionary © Farlex 2012 Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: Each house is, as it necessarily must be, the judge of the elections, qualifications, and
returns of its members; and whatever improvements may be suggested by experience, for simplifying and accelerating the process in disputed cases, so great a portion of a year would unavoidably elapse, before an illegitimate member could be dispossessed of his seat, that the prospect of such an event would be little check to unfair and illicit means of obtaining a seat.But the Nautilus, accelerating her speed, easily left the most rapid of them behind.de Boville, "but not for the survivor; on the contrary, this Dantes saw a means of accelerating his
escape.Instead of qualifying nouns or verbs by the use of adjectives and adverbs, we qualified sounds by intonation, by changes in quantity and pitch, by retarding and by accelerating. The length of time employed in the utterance of a particular sound shaded its meaning.Jaffer Brother's solution provides midsize organizations with a robust enterprise resource planning solution, thus enabling them to implement the solution in approximately 3 months, accelerating the customer's return on investment.
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